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LEARNING IS BETTER TOGETHER!
At Community Partnership Charter School we
believe that education is a collaborative
effort between families and the school.
Families are a child's first teacher and these
pointers will help continue making learning
together fun!

DRY ERASE CUBES

Write on this cube, and you are set to roll
right into some learning that seems more
like a game than a boost for the brain!
Dry erase cubes or dry erase dice are a
very fun and versatile learning tool that
can be found at the Dollar Tree, Walmart
or Amazon. With blank dry-erase board
faces, this cube can be transformed
quickly with a dry erase marker. You can
play dozens of games that extend and
reinforce learning in literacy and
mathematics with just one cube.

Continue reading for some pointers on
how you can use this cube to enhance
literacy and math skills at home!

LITERACY CUBE GAMES
Rhyming Word Roll- write words that end in a common
word family on each face of the cube (ex. hop, cat, tip,
bit, etc.). Take turns rolling the cube and calling out as
many rhyming words as you can count for each turn.
Letter Hunt- write letters your child knows on each face
of the cube. Take turns rolling the cube and matching
the letter with a letter card hidden in the room, or with
an object that begins with the sound that letter makes.
For example, roll letter B and find a ball.
Sight Word Roll and Spell/Write- write sight words
your child knows on each face of the cube. Take turns
rolling the cube and spelling the sight word aloud, then
finding it on a card or writing it (try playing this game
outside and writing the word with sidewalk chalk for
added fun!).

MATH CUBE GAMES
Number Match- write numerals (ex. 1, 2, etc.), written
numbers (ex. one, two, etc.) or dots as seen on a dice
on each face of the cube. Take turns rolling the cube
and matching the number to a number card or
gather objects that are equivalent to that number.
For example, roll a 3 and find 3 sticks.
Shape Hunt- draw shapes on each face of the cube
and on the ground with sidewalk chalk or tape if you
are inside. Take turns rolling the cube and matching
the shape rolled to the shape on the ground.
Number-wise Exercise- write numerals (ex. 1, 2, etc.),
written numbers (ex. one, two, etc.) or dots as seen on
a dice on each face of the cube. Take turns rolling the
cube and choosing an exercise to do together that
many times. For example, roll a 4 and do 4 jumping
jacks.

SIGN UP TO GET MORE PANTHER
POINTERS
Scan the QR code and sign up to join our email list to
receive more learning tips and ideas to use with your child
during the summer and throughout the school year!

UPCOMING EVENTS

Saturday, July 17th- Summer Saturday
Saturday, July 24th- Summer Saturday
Summer Saturdays offer an array of activities for Preschool through 2nd
Graders. Join us for a bounce house, read alouds, math games, receive
learning materials, parent workshops, learn about our amazing school –
and more!

